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ABSTRACT 

 

 

 

PT. Arga Wastu, is a mining company stone located in Sanetan, Rembang. 

Mining activities include cleaning of the land, stripping, excavation, loading, 

andreclamation. 

In carrying out the activities of mining, frequent accidents. The incidence 

of unsafe working conditions were derived from State courts a dangerous and 

unsafe workplace actions and ignore safety. Of unsafeworking conditions and 

unsafe workplace actions that often result inwork accident and eventually can 

cause the victim's death. 

Potential accident occurred on the road leading to the mine area. The 

road to the mine area is an area of work is most prone to among other 

things because of the condition of the roads is not solid, the bends are too sharp 

and the actions of the driver unsafe.While theworkunsafeactsmost often happens 

isa protectivetoolof selfabandonmentby workers. Mine accidents that occurredin 

the year2015there was1accident.The accidenthappened due to 

an unsafe workplace actions and lack of management oversight so 

that residents entering the area location of processing and got hit by a wheel 

loader and causes the residents died. 

The completion of the work safety and health problem that occurs on a PT. 

Arga Wastu is: 

1. Do a repair on the unsafe conditions and unsafe workplace actionsin 

order that the safety risks can be minimized. 

2. Do the coaching plus skills or training to employees in accordance 

withthe field work. 

3. Give socialization to the citizens about the mine so as not to enter the 

mining area. 
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